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To stand at the edge of the sea, to sense the ebb and flow of
the tides, to feel the breath of a mist moving over a great salt
marsh, to watch the flight of shore birds that have swept up and
down the surf lines of the continents for untold thousands of years…
is to have knowledge of things that are as nearly eternal as any
earthly life can be.
Rachel Carson , The Edge of the S ea (1955)
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W

e envision a healthy and resilient Gulf of Maine
where people and aquatic life thrive.
Gulf of M aine Council on the Marine Environment
Action P lan 2012–2017

The Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine Environment, created in 1989 by the governments
of Maine, Massachusetts, New Brunswick, New Hampshire and Nova Scotia, works to
foster environmental health and community well-being throughout the Gulf watershed.
This binational partnership of governmental and nongovernmental representatives helps
create a more sustainable future by:
• sponsoring innovative projects,
• coordinating environmental monitoring, and
• educating people about critical regional issues.
Volunteer and funding support from many partners makes the Council’s work possible.
www.gulfofmaine.org

A Wildly Productive Ecosystem

T

he Gulf of Maine is a unique sea within a sea,
one of the world’s most dynamic and productive
marine ecosystems. Cold ocean waters nourish
curving shores, deep basins and shallow banks that were
crafted by glaciers. The Bay of Fundy within the Gulf has
the world’s highest tides, spanning 55 feet (17 meters).
Powerful tides mix the inflow of North Atlantic waters with
fresh surface waters from 60 rivers.
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Spanning 36,000 square miles (93,240 km²) of water, the Gulf represents one
of the largest semi-enclosed coastal seas in North America. The Gulf of Maine
Council focuses its work on the Gulf watershed, which drains a vast land area
that covers much of three states and two provinces
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An amazing array of marine life and birds—at
least 3,300 species—depend on the Gulf. Coastal
marshes and estuaries serve as nurseries for
young fish, crabs, shrimp, and shellfish. Abundant
microbes and plankton form the base of a food
web that extends up to seals and whales.

During my first chef job at the Shoals Marine
Laboratory on Appledore Island, I fell in love with
the Gulf of Maine—not just the breathtaking seascape
but the whole biological system. Cutting open a
30-pound cod, I found it full of baby lobsters, stacked
up all facing the same direction. You could see the
community interactions in the Gulf: those became
an object of fascination that I still feel. How do we
connect the dots and keep that community thriving?
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Gulf of Maine provides a sanctuary for a diverse array of wildlife, including migratory shorebirds and more than 30 species at
risk, such as the roseate tern and critically endangered North Atlantic right whale.
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Sharing in the Bounty

T

he counties that rim the Gulf of Maine are
home to more than 6 million people. The region’s
residents share a long maritime heritage, and roughly
200,000 derive their living directly from marine-related work.

For the fishing industry, the Gulf of Maine is our
home. That’s where most of our fishing is done
and where we earn our living. We believe it
needs to be protected from all the things that
can threaten it. We need to work together to
stay ever-vigilant.
Angel a S a nfilippo, President, Gloucester
F ishermen ’ s Wives Associ a tion ,
Ma ssa chusetts
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Chris Seward

The Gulf ’s fisheries have supported local communities for
thousands of years, and remain strong economic drivers today.
The total landed value of commercial fisheries across the Gulf
each year is between 900 million and 1.3 billion US dollars
(USD), and aquaculture generates approximately 240 million
USD annually. Boatbuilding, shipping and other marine trades
also strengthen local economies.

Lamar Gore/USFWS

National Park Service

WESBL

Natural beauty and abundant wildlife enrich the lives
of residents and lure visitors for bird watching, sea
kayaking and other sustainable, nature-based activities,
which represent a growing part of the region’s major
tourism industry.

Increasingly, people choose businesses like ours because we’re doing the right
thing. Education is a high priority for us so that visitors come to appreciate the
value of marine ecosystems and the importance of responsible environmental
practices. We feel totally obligated to be part of the solution.
St acie and Al Crocetti ,
H ardy B o at Cruises , M aine
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Patrick Hudepohl

Joining Forces

C
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than 2,000 dischargers release pollution directly into regional waters,
alongside countless diffuse sources—from vessels, groundwater seepage,
atmospheric deposition, and road, construction and farm runoff.

enturies of economic growth and resource
harvesting have transformed the Gulf of Maine
ecosystem. Dams and dykes have blocked freeflowing rivers and estuaries; manufacturing has generated
persistent contaminants; and boom-and-bust harvesting
has decimated certain species. Many rural coastal counties
gradually became suburban, with sprawling construction
and roadways that fragmented wildlife habitat and
polluted waters.
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The Gulf of Maine Council helps put a larger perspective on our watershed work. Their 5-year Action Plans
and reports inform what we do. What’s most important of all, though, is the convening of people. It’s so critical
having someone at the regional level getting us to talk with each other and learn from one another.
Kim Reeder , E x ecuti ve D irector , S t . C roi x E stu a ry Project ,
N e w B runswick

Seeing symptoms of ecological decline in the Gulf, and
knowing that marine degradation had reached crisis levels
elsewhere, scientists and policy-makers sought to take
action. In 1989, the region’s premiers and governors created
the Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine Environment, a
Canadian-American partnership that provides collaborative
leadership on cross-border issues like ecological monitoring
and climate.

This binational forum engages governmental and
nongovernmental representatives in a comprehensive
approach to management that emphasizes natural linkages
over political boundaries, and integrates ecological,
economic and societal goals. The Council catalyzes
regional initiatives that help participating states and
provinces face change, advancing their shared vision for a
sustainable future.
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Tracking Signs of Change

T

he Gulf of Maine Council works to gather
region-wide ecological data and address critical
changes in the watershed. To help gauge large-scale
ecological changes over time, the Council established the
EcoSystem Indicator Partnership (ESIP), a reporting system
that uses factsheets and two web-based tools to deliver
regional indicator information. The tools integrate data from
more than 13,000 monitoring sites and track regional trends
in fisheries, aquaculture, coastal development, climate change,
eutrophication and contaminants. ESIP also facilitates data
collection in regional settings where large gaps exist.

The Council plays an invaluable role
in bringing together multidisciplinary
scientists who monitor contaminants at all
trophic levels—from mussels to marine
mammals. Looking at the extent of
contamination among species and across a
broad ecosystem helps identify and control
sources more effectively.
S us a n S h a w, D irector / F ounder, Marine

Maine Sea Grant

E n v ironment a l Rese a rch Institute , Maine 
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StAte of the Gulf of MAine RePoRt
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Gulfwatch, another research partnership launched by
the Council in 1991, uses blue mussels to track the
presence of metals, pesticides, PCBs and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons in nearshore waters. Some
contaminants concentrate as they move up the food
web, threatening human health and species such as
seals and ospreys. Gulfwatch has found high levels of
contaminants in urban areas. The Council has also
synthesized and publicized research on sewage and
nutrients that can cause eutrophication and algal
blooms like “red tide.”

© Peter h. taylor

Available at www.gulfofmaine.org/stateofthegulf
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share research on a broad array of Gulf-related concerns, the Gulf of Maine
Council produces the State of the Gulf of Maine Report, an online document that
offers cyclically updated, peer-reviewed papers on topics such as marine invasives,
at-risk species and coastal development.

The Gulf of Maine Council’s ESIP project
helps generate awareness about what data
are available (and for what locations), and how
to find the data. With collaborative projects that
cross borders, ESIP mapping tools help us share
information and make it readily accessible to
many different end-users.
Pa trici a K ing , G eneral Manager, Fishermen &
S cientists Rese a rch S ociety, N ova S coti a

CARP
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Adapting to Change

T

Beth Garden

he Gulf of Maine Council works to help communities protect
and restore valuable coastal habitats. Salt marshes are among the
Gulf ’s most productive and vulnerable habitats, with 50 percent
or more already lost to filling, dyking or dredging around most of the
shoreline. Through an extended partnership with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, complemented by foundation and business
support, the Council has funded 115 local projects that have restored 680 acres
(260 hectares) of tidal marsh and helped reestablish historical access to
200 miles (322 km.) of rivers and streams for sea-run fish such as alewife,
eel and salmon. The wildlife benefits of restoration are matched by notable
economic returns, including commercial and recreational fishing opportunities,
and engineering and construction jobs—stimulated by Council restoration
funding totaling more than 3.5 million USD.
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Gulf of Maine Council has funded multiple dam removal projects along the Annapolis River in Nova Scotia, part of regional habitat restoration work
spanning more than a decade.
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To help communities take effective action in a warmer world with
more variable and extreme weather events, the Gulf of Maine
Council’s Climate Network serves as a regional clearinghouse for
information on climate impacts and adaptation strategies. The
Network fosters the exchange of climate information across sectors
and jurisdictions; provides resources for local communities in
the Gulf of Maine watershed; and produces a quarterly Climate
Impacts and Outlook that summarizes the past season’s temperature,
precipitation and impacts, and offers an outlook for the next season.
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Gulf of Maine Council support helped catalyze our
community to take a comprehensive look at our
vulnerability to climate change—particularly in terms
of sea-level rise and storm surge. We’ve engaged the
public, and have begun integrating climate change
impacts into our planning process.
Peter B rit z , C ity of P ortsmouth S ustain ability
D irector , N e w Hampshire

Building Synergy around the Gulf

O

O Jen Kennedy and
Diane Shulte (Blue
Ocean Society, New
Hampshire) for their
commitment to
ocean health and
education

Blue Ocean Society

ver the past quarter-century, the Gulf of Maine
Council has strengthened alliances among those who
share its vision for a healthy and vital region. It fosters this
synergy by sharing stories of success (done for many years through
the Gulf of Maine Times newspaper), and by offering annual Gulf
of Maine awards. To date, the Council has honored more than
200 individuals, organizations and businesses for their exceptional
commitment to sustain the Gulf watershed. This collage of ten past
award winners reflects the efforts of ALL those who have contributed
their time and talents and vision (a full list of award winners appears
at www.gulfofmaine.org/2/awards).

N Salem Sound
Coastwatch
(Massachusetts)
for leadership in
protecting coastal
habitats and marine
resources

O Gulf of Maine
Research Institute
(Maine) for
innovative science,
education, and
community work

Alan Lishness

NSCC Marketing

P Stormy Mayo
(Massachusetts) for
establishing the Marine
Mammal Disentanglement
Network and advocating for
cetacean protection

William Rossiter

O Tim Webster (Nova Scotia) for
leadership developing and
applying remote-sensing
technologies
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Rebecca Zeiber/NH Sea Grant

Oceanside Meadows Inn

O University of New
Hampshire Marine
Docents for 20 years
of increasing marine
awareness

M Oceanside Meadows Inn (Maine) for
running educational programs and
creating a nature preserve

M Greg Thompson (New Brunswick) for
representing fishermen and founding
the Fundy North Fishermen’s Association

N Clean Annapolis River Project (Nova
Scotia) for volunteer environmental
monitoring and fish habitat restoration

Joe Boyd

Working on a town resolution to make our beaches
smoke-free, I learned a lot about how many levels
there are to decision-making. Seeing the resolution pass
felt great, knowing that it will benefit my community, visitors
and the ocean.
I sabella H illman , 7th- grade student at R ye J unior H igh ,
New H ampshire, and 2 0 1 4 G ulf of M aine Vision a ry A wa rd
winner
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CARP

Salem Sound Coastwatch

FNFA

O J.D. Irving Limited (New Brunswick)
for private sector commitment
to environmental protection in
establishing the Irving Nature Park

Facing a Dynamic Future

T
The Gulf of Maine Council holds great potential to
unify the region around observed climate impacts
across borders and sectors. It has been recognized in
both the North American Climate Services Partnership and
the Global Framework for Climate Services as a bilateral
collaboration that fosters information-sharing between
the US and Canada. As an established and trusted
partnership, the Council is poised to coordinate climate
work across multiple sectors in coming years.

he decades ahead will bring
unprecedented change to the Gulf of Maine
region—as population expands, resource use
intensifies, and natural and human communities
strive to adapt to shifting weather patterns, altered
ocean chemistry, and rising temperatures and
sea levels. With the region facing more complex
and interconnected challenges, the need for
transboundary cooperation and widespread public
engagement is greater than ever.

E llen Mecray, NO AA R egion al Clim ate Serv ices

It’s absolutely crucial to have an effective, collaborative governance
system across borders. To manage the transition into a new era
with climate change and increased marine stressors, we are increasingly
going to need strong leadership from the Gulf of Maine Council.
M imi Larsen Becker , Associ ate P rofessor and C oordin a tor of the
UNH I ntegr ated C o ast al Ecosystem Science , P olicy a nd Ma n a gement
M .S. program

Greg A. Hartford, AcadiaMagic.com

Director, Eastern R egion

Engaging the Ripple Effect

O

Saugus River Watershed Council

ver 25 years, the Gulf of Maine Council
has forged partnerships throughout the region,
helping link local efforts to the larger Gulf
ecosystem. Each community-scale project has positive
impacts that ripple outward—downstream and across the
Gulf. The Council helps propel these positive ripples by
encouraging communities to share information and learn
from the experiences of others.
In the decades ahead, these partnerships must be stronger
and the ripples larger. The Gulf of Maine Council will
work with renewed commitment to engage more citizens
and communities in sustaining the region’s ecological
vitality. It welcomes your support and involvement in
spreading positive ripples across the Gulf.

To Support Collaborative Work
around the Gulf of Maine
Council initiatives—such as ESIP, Gulfwatch, habitat restoration
and the Climate Network—rely primarily on working
committees of volunteers. In-kind partner support and funding
assistance from agencies, foundations and businesses make
this work possible. To learn more about grant and charitable
giving opportunities (in either the US or Canada), please contact
the Gulf of Maine Association (www.gulfofmaine.org/goma), a
501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that supports the activities of the
Gulf of Maine Council.

Gulf of Maine Council sessions on how land-based practices affect
marine ecosystems have helped me, as a land-use manager,
alleviate destructive impacts. Recent support from the Council and the
RBC Blue Water Project enabled our community to create a porous
pavement demonstration project in a sensitive ecosystem with high
wildlife values and potable water supplies. A little money can go a long
way in helping a community take a risk—trying something different and
experimental that could become a successful model.
C rawford Mac P herson , D irector of Community D e v elopment ,
C ounty of Colchester, N o v a Scoti a
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Waterview Consulting

Boston

Slade Moore and John Sowles

Bay of
Fundy

GOAL 3: sustAinAbLe cOmmunities

Waterview Consulting

The Gulf of Maine Council is a binational partnership that brings
together those with a shared commitment to promoting a healthy and
sustainable environment. Its members include representatives from
the states and provinces bordering the Gulf (Maine, Massachusetts,
New Brunswick, New Hampshire and Nova Scotia) and from federal
agencies (Environment Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, US Department of
the Interior and US Environmental Protection Agency); regional science
advisors; and representatives of nongovernmental organizations and
businesses (up to three from each state and province).

Actions You Can Take
• Explore the region and renew your sense of wonder outdoors;
• Adopt sustainable practices and projects in your home,
workplace and community;
• Connect with others around the region through Council events
and committee work;
• Learn more about the Gulf’s values and challenges at
www.gulfofmaine.org; and
• Support Gulf of Maine Council initiatives through the nonprofit
Gulf of Maine Association.

The Gulf of Maine Council is critical in bringing
together governments across the region.
Council projects like the State of the Gulf of Maine
Report help to identify key issues and to advance
collaborative work on solutions.
T im H a ll, Regional Manager, O ce ans and C oastal
Ma n a gement , F isheries and O ce ans C anada

Gulf of Maine Council
on the Marine Environment
Celebrating 25 years of action
for a healthy environment

June 2014
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Gulf of Maine Region
March 2014 (Experimental)

Records indicate that each January there tends to be a thaw, usually lasting a
few days. This January’s thaw, which occurred around mid-month, was quite
warm and persistent. In many communities, highs neared or exceeded 10°C
(50°F) for more than a week. The mild conditions resulted in ice movement
on many rivers as well as significant snow loss.

Freezing rain, rain, and high winds caused transportation problems from
January 11–12 in New Brunswick. Bathurst, for example, had 10 hours of
freezing rain and a wind gust of 96 km/h (60 mph) was reported in Saint John.

Large variations in daily
temperature occurred in
January across the region.
On the 2nd, lows dropped
to nearly -37°C (-35°F), but
on the 12th, highs rose
above 10°C (50°F).

At several New Brunswick sites,
the snow on the ground at the
end of December was nearly
three times the normal amount.

February was another snowy month. Concord,
NH, had their 3rd snowiest February on
record at 287% of normal. In New Brunswick,
Gagetown had 229% of normal snowfall.

temperatures dropped from above-freezing to below-freezing in a short
period of time. For example, Doaktown had a 13°C (23°F) temperature
variation in one hour.

Up to 51 cm (20 in.) of snow fell on parts of the region from
February 15–16. Winds greater than 100 km/h (62 mph) caused
blizzard conditions in several Maritimes communities, downed
trees, and left thousands without power. A storm surge in excess of
1 m (3.3 ft.) was reported, but widespread flooding did not occur.

An intense low pressure system brought blizzard conditions to much of the

Caribou, ME and Concord, NH set records for consecutive days with

A flash freeze event occurred in New Brunswick on January 27 when

Maritimes on January 22. There were reports of near-zero visibilities, snowfall
amounts of up to 30 cm (12 in.), and wind gusts to 80 km/h (50 mph), with a
local maximum of 102 km/h (63 mph) on the Eastern Shore.

measurable snowfall. Caribou had 13 such days from December
15–27, while Concord had seven such days from December 9– 15.

Regional Climate Overview - for December 2013–February 2014
Precipitation
Temperature
Sea Surface Temperatures
December 1, 2013–
February 28, 2014
Departure
from
Normal
December 1, 2013–
February 28, 2014

Percent of
Normal

Contaminants in the Gulf of Maine

T

he Gulf of Maine (GOM) coast is
home to more than nine million
people and stretches from Cape Cod,
Massachusetts, to the Bay of Fundy
shoreline of Nova Scotia. Prized for its
beauty and abundant natural resources,
the region has a long history of land
development and resource exploitation.
Alterations to the GOM coast began
with clear-cutting forests, dyking,
and crop cultivation, which led to soil
leaching and erosion. Centuries later,
the industrial and chemical revolutions
introduced new pollutants such as fossil
fuels, metals, and synthetic chemicals,
including pesticides, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), pharmaceuticals,
and personal care products. Although
managers and policy makers now realize

December 1, 2013–
February 28, 2014

Why indicators?
December was significantly colder than normal,
with departures as low as -7°C (-12.6°F). January
was generally milder, with average temperatures
just below to just above normal. February
departures ranged from -2.2°C (-4°F) in the U.S.
and northern Maritimes to near or slightly above
normal elsewhere. For winter, temperatures
ranged from slightly below normal in the U.S. to
near or just below normal across the Maritimes.
This winter, arctic air moved into the eastern
U.S. and Canada, while warmer air moved into
the western U.S. and Canada, due in part to the
polar vortex. The polar vortex is a permanent,
large-scale area of low pressure in the upper
atmosphere near the poles that contains very
cold air. When the polar vortex is strong, the
cold air is kept in place. When the polar vortex
weakens, cold air moves south via the jet stream
in some areas while other areas warm up.
Gulf of Maine Region
Quarterly Climate Impacts and Outlook
March 2014 (Experimental)

Most of the region received near to abovenormal precipitation in December. Northern
Nova Scotia was the wettest area at 200225% of normal precipitation. Overall, the
Maritimes and much of Maine received up to
200% of normal precipitation in January, but
western Maine and coastal New Hampshire
and Massachusetts received 50-90% of normal.
February was generally wetter than normal,
with parts of New Brunswick and coastal
Massachusetts seeing 200-225% of normal
precipitation. Midcoast Maine, however, was
drier at 75-100% of normal. For winter, the
Maritimes received above-normal precipitation,
with up to 175% of normal in some areas, while
the rest of the region received near-normal
amounts.
Temperature and precipitation normals based on 1981-2010.
Canada precip data: Canadian Precipitation Analysis.
U.S. precip data: interpolated station data

Mean Sea Surface Temperatures from NOAA AVHRR
data. Credit: University of Maine School of Marine
Sciences and NERACOOS

The mean sea surface temperature (SST)
during winter in the central Gulf of Maine and
Georges Bank was 5-10°C (41-50°F). Cooler
temperatures were found along the Scotian
Shelf, Bay of Fundy, and New England coast,
where the mean SST was 0-5°C (32-41°F). SSTs
in the Gulf of Maine during December and
January were generally warmer than normal,
especially in the central Gulf. Temperatures near
land and on the western Scotian Shelf were the
notable exception. In February, most of the Gulf
of Maine was warmer than normal, with the
western Scotian Shelf also warming to aboveaverage temperatures. However, colder than
normal temperatures remained near the New
England coast.
SST normals based on 1981-2010
www.drought.gov/drought/content/resources/reports
www.ec.gc.ca/eau-water/default.
asp?lang=En&n=F2BDD611

Indicators help monitor conditions in
the Gulf of Maine (GOM), and are one
of the best tools for understanding
and characterizing ecosystem
changes. Like warning lights on a
car’s dashboard, indicators can work
in concert with each other to provide
an overview of the larger system.
They can be combined into complex
indices or be relatively simple. The
EcoSystem Indicator Partnership (ESIP)
has chosen three indicators to assess
contaminant risks in the GOM:
1. Chemical contaminants in mussels
2. Sediment contaminants and toxicity
3. Shellfish beds approved for
harvesting

the negative environmental impacts of
these pollutants and are taking steps to
reduce damages, there is continual input
of newer chemicals and nanoparticles,
whose effects are not yet known.
Eliminating or reducing sources of
these contaminants presents additional
challenges. Chemical and microbial
contaminants from human activities
enter the GOM through surface runoff
and river transport, volatilization,
particle settlement and precipitation, or
by direct discharge of domestic sewage
and industrial effluents. Many of these
chemicals are potentially toxic to marine
life at low levels. Furthermore, these
chemicals and disease-causing microbes
can contaminate shellfish, posing a threat
to human health.
To evaluate potential risks to human
and environmental health, federal, state,
and provincial agencies, among others,
have been monitoring the GOM for

chemical and microbial contaminants for
many years. Important future challenges
include assessing the toxicity of an everincreasing number of environmental
contaminants, both individually and
combined in complex mixtures.

Gulf of Maine
Council on the
Marine Environment

Tides of Change Across the Gulf. G.G. Pesch and P.G. Wells, Eds. 2004. GOMCME

From January 2–3, a Nor’easter dropped up to 61 cm (24 in.) of snow, mainly
on coastal New England. The storm packed high winds, which led to blizzard
conditions and flooding in southeastern Massachusetts.

An Environmental Report on the
Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy

Information on change
in the Gulf of Maine

Photo: Dieter Weinelt

A storm system brought a thick layer of ice and more than 30 cm (12 in.) of
snow to much of the region from December 20–23. The airport in Saint John,
NB, reported 53 hours of freezing precipitation. The storm left over 170,000
customers in southern New Brunswick and over 100,000 customers in Maine
without power for up to 11 days. Bitterly cold temperatures followed the
storm with recorded lows of below -25° C (-13° F).

TIDES OF CHANGE ACROSS THE GULF

EcoSystem Indicator Partnership

Gulf of Maine Significant Events - for December 2013–February 2014
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